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Abstract We develop a method to decompose the PnL of a portfolio of
assets into four parts:

(a) PnL due to FX rate changes,

(b) PnL due to interest rate changes,

(c) carry gain due to time passing,

(d) PnL due to residual market risk changes (credit risk, liquidity
risk, volatility risk etc.).

We demonstrate the usefulness of our approach by decompos-
ing the performance of an FX- and interest rate-hedged negative
basis position in our fund XAIA Credit Basis II, and we apply the
methodology to decompose the performance of our fund XAIA
Credit Debt Capital in the first quarter of 2022 into PnL contribu-
tions of the single positions.

1 Introduction LetAt denote the price of an asset at time t, and denote by χt the
price of one unit of the asset’s currency in EUR. We assume that
the asset is subject to reinvestment, which means that potential
coupon or dividend payments (if present at all) are immediately
re-invested into the asset. But we comment on the general case
of distributing assets, or even a whole portfolio of assets with
frequent rebalancing, below in Section 3 as well. The value At χt
equals the EUR price of the asset at time t. We are interested
in a decomposition of the EUR PnL of the asset in a time period
(t, T ]. Intuitively, we analyze this PnL at the time point T , and
the EUR PnL P (A)

(t,T ] of the asset in the period (t, T ] is given by

P
(A)
(t,T ] := AT χT −At χt. (1)

In order to measure the part of P (A)
(t,T ] that is induced by changes

in the FX rate χ, we decompose P (A)
(t,T ] as follows:

P
(A)
(t,T ] =

At +AT
2

(χT − χt)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:P

(A)
(t,T ]

(χ)

+
χt + χT

2
(AT −At). (2)

In the following paragraph, we further decompose AT − At into
different parts. Section 2 first treats the case of assets subject to
reinvestment, while Section 3 treats the general case and shows
how to apply the methodology for whole portfolios of assets. Fi-
nally, Section 4 demonstrates our decomposition by an example
and applies the methodology to a performance attribution for our
fund XAIA Credit Debt Capital.
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Remark 1.1 (Alternative FX performance decompositions)
The decomposition of the PnL into FX-induced part and non-FX-
induced part (2) intuitively assumes that (i) the whole FX rate
difference χT − χt is earned on the arithmetic average of the
asset values At and AT at the beginning and at the end of the
period, and (ii) the performance due to asset value change AT −
At is converted into EUR according to the arithmetic average of
the initial and latest FX rates χt and χT . An alternative could be
to only use At in (i) and χT in (ii), by replacing the decomposition
(2) with the alternative definition

P
(A)
(t,T ] = At (χT − χt)︸ ︷︷ ︸

=:P̃
(A)
(t,T ]

(χ)

+χT (AT −At).

While both definitions P (A)
(t,T ](χ) and P̃ (A)

(t,T ](χ) appear to be rea-
sonable, we prefer (2). We notice that this is different to the
practice of using the column “Result curr. global” in the front
office system SOPHIS for FX-hedged performance monitoring,
because the latter essentially corresponds to χT (AT −At).
Yet another, more theoretical, decomposition is obtained by as-
suming that both {Au}u∈(t,T ] and {χu}u∈(t,T ] are realizations of
semi-martingales. The product formula then gives the identity

P
(A)
(t,T ] =

∫
(t,T ]

Au dχu +

∫
(t,T ]

χu dAu + [A,χ]t. (3)

In intuitive terms, the right-hand side of (3) is a limit expression
as n→∞ of

n∑
i=1

Aui−1 (χui − χui−1) +

n∑
i=1

χui−1 (Aui −Aui−1)

+

n∑
i=1

(Aui −Aui−1) (χui − χui−1),

where the partition t = u0 < u1 < . . . < un = T of the interval
(t, T ] becomes finer and finer with increasing n. Under the as-
sumption that A and χ are independent (or of finite-variation) the
co-variation term [A,χ]t vanishes and we observe that our de-
composition (2) can be viewed as a rough proxy for the remain-
ing two integrals, when the integrand in both terms is replaced
by the arithmetic average of start and end value. In contrast, the
integral expressions in formula (3) take into account the whole
path trajectories of A and χ on the interval (t, T ], and may thus
be considered closer to reality. If one is not willing to assume
that A and χ are independent, which is obviously an assump-
tion that strongly depends on the considered asset A in concern,
an FX decomposition becomes more difficult. For instance, if
we assume that there is a positive probability that A and χ have
common jumps and we observe such jump at u ∈ (t, T ], the ex-
pression [A,χ]t contains ∆Au ∆χu. Which percentage of this
expression should be attributed to the PnL induced by FX rate
changes, and which to a change in the asset value? While this
consideration based on the stochastic integral formula (3) might
appear quite academic and difficult to implement in practice, it
makes very clear in what sense our definition (2) can only be an
approximation to reality.
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2 Single assets subject to

reinvestment

We assume that the price At is a function of three variables:
(i) time t, (ii) a discounting curve rt, (iii) additional market risk
factors xt. This means we have At = At(rt, xt). The additional
market risk factors xt depend on the specific asset and applied
pricing model. For instance, in case of a bond or credit default
swap xt might be a tuple consisting of a credit spread curve, a
recovery rate assumption, and a liquidity spread (e.g. such as
the negative basis as introduced in Mai (2019)). The sub-index
t at the interest rate object r = rt and the market factor x = xt
indicates that the states of these input variables depend on the
time point. If we write As(rt, xu) we price the asset at time s with
the discounting curve from time t and the market factor variables
at time v, noticing that this is a theoretical number that has not
been observed at some time point (it is in general different from
As = As(rs, xs)). Given this, we decompose the PnL due to a
change in asset values as follows, taking into account the three
different driving factors interest rate (r), market risk (x), as well
as carry (due to time t passing):

AT −At = AT (rT , xT )−At(rt, xt)

=
AT (rT , xT )−AT (rt, xT )

2
+
At(rT , xt)−At(rt, xt)

2
(4)

+
AT (rT , xT )−AT (rT , xt)

2
+
At(rt, xT )−At(rt, xt)

2
(5)

+
AT (rT , xt)−At(rt, xT )

2
+
AT (rt, xT )−At(rT , xt)

2
, (6)

where (4) measures the PnL caused by changes in interest rates,
(5) measures the PnL caused by changes in residual market
risks, and (6) measures the carry gain in (t, T ]. We obtain the
following final decomposition of the EUR PnL into four parts:

P
(A)
(t,T ] =

At +AT
2

(χT − χt)

+
χt + χT

2

(AT (rT , xT )−AT (rt, xT )

2
+
At(rT , xt)−At(rt, xt)

2

)
+
χt + χT

2

(AT (rT , xT )−AT (rT , xt)

2
+
At(rt, xT )−At(rt, xt)

2

)
+
χt + χT

2

(AT (rT , xt)−At(rT , xt)
2

+
AT (rt, xT )−At(rt, xT )

2

)
=: P

(A)
(t,T ](χ) + P

(A)
(t,T ](r) + P

(A)
(t,T ](x) + P

(A)
(t,T ](carry),

where the four notations P (A)
(t,T ](∗) with ∗ ∈ {χ, r, x, carry} intro-

duced in the last line denote our proposed PnL decomposition
into PnL induced by changes in FX (χ), interest rates (r), other
market risks (x), and PnL changes due to time passing (carry).
The interpretation of P (A)

(t,T ](r) is the following: at an arbitrary time
point u the difference Au(rT , xu)−Au(rt, xu) measures the PnL
of the market price at that time that would be induced by a dis-
counting curve change from rt to rT . The PnL P (A)

(t,T ](r) is defined
as the arithmetic mean of this difference for the two time points
u = t and u = T . The precisely same logic applies to the inter-
pretation of P (A)

(t,T ](x), only with r replaced by x. Finally, the PnL

P
(A)
(t,T ](carry) intuitively should measure the change between the
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asset values At and AT that is only due to time passing, with-
out the effects of r and x. Since the variables r and x change
their values within the period (t, T ], one reasonable approach
is to use an “average” of the variables r, x on the period (t, T ].
Since we only have r, x available at the two time points t and
T , a pragmatic idea to accomplish such average is to mix the
possible pairs (ru, xs) for u, s ∈ {t, T} in a way that is as “neu-
tral” as possible. This is precisely what’s done in the definition of
P

(A)
(t,T ](carry).

Remark 2.1 (On the approximative nature of our definitions)
Similar as in Remark 1.1, we point out that our definition of P (A)

(t,T ](r)

and P (A)
(t,T ](x) in terms of an arithmetic average of start and end

time point values is only a proxy to reality. Clearly, an average
that would take into account all time points u ∈ (t, T ] would
be more desirable from a theoretical perspective. For instance,
based on the multivariate Itô formula, under the assumption that
{ru}u∈(t,T ] and {xu}u∈(t,T ] are realizations of semi-martingales,
take values in R (i.e. are not function-valued), and under the as-
sumption that r and x are independent, we obtain the decompo-
sition

AT −At =

∫
(t,T ]

∂

∂t
Au(ru, xu) du+

∫
(t,T ]

∂

∂r
As(ru, xu) dru

+

∫
(t,T ]

∂

∂x
As(ru, xu) dxu,

and the three integrals could be interpreted as performance due
to carry, changes in r, and changes in x, respectively. While al-
ready this formula is difficult to implement in practice, we point
out that typically ru is a function (an interest rate term structure),
so that a generalization in this regard requires significantly more
advanced stochastic integration techniques. Furthermore, the
assumption of dependence between r and x induces additional
quadratic co-variation terms to the last formula that must be dealt
with, similar to the situation mentioned in Remark 1.1 when A
and χ have common jumps. While such more theoretical con-
siderations lie beyond the scope of this more practically oriented
article, we still find it important to highlight this issue, as it makes
clear that our definition is only an approximation to reality.

3 Distributing assets and whole

portfolios

In the logic of the aforementioned section it was important that
the asset was subject to reinvestment, in the sense that it is
not allowed that cash flows out of the asset, because this out-
flow would then be forgotten in the analysis. Now we take care
about such potential outflows. Special attention is required in
this case, because if at some time point u between t and T a
certain cash amount1 cu flows out of the asset price Au, so that
the price process jumps down by cu at time u, then the amount
cu must somehow find its way into the PnL. The simplest possi-
bility is to simply add cu to the carry gain P (A)

(t,T ](carry), and this

1Without loss of generality, only concerning terminology, we assume that A
is a credit instrument and cu is a coupon payment at coupon date u, but it
could as well be that A is a stock and cu a dividend payment.
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is essentially what we do. Concretely, we assume a decompo-
sition t = u0 < u1 < . . . < um = T of the interval (t, T ] with
u0, . . . , um being potential cash outflow dates (if no cash flows
out at time T we assume cm = 0). With Au− denoting the asset
price an instant before some cash outflow time point u, we no-
tice that Aui = Aui− − cui , because the (dirty) asset price drops
at time ui by the coupon amount cui . With this terminology, the
definition of P (A)

(t,T ](carry) is enhanced to become

P
(A)
(t,T ](carry) =

m∑
i=1

(
Aui(rui , xui−1)−Aui−1−(rui , xui−1)

2

+
Aui(rui−1 , xui)−Aui−1−(rui−1 , xui)

2
+ cui

)
χui−1 + χui

2
,

(7)

and the total PnL is enhanced accordingly as well.
Here it is important to be aware that the FX rate χ enters at all
coupon time points ui, and this is a definition that one should
ponder about for a little while. The given formula simply as-
sumes that there is zero PnL between ui and T arising from the
coupon received at ui, but the PnL on the received EUR amount
is “frozen” at time ui. Intuitively, at time ui the out-flowing EUR
cash amount cui (χui−1 +χui)/2 goes into some other asset and

must be monitored in the PnL P (Ã)
(ui,T ]

for that other asset Ã. For
instance, if nothing is done with this cash and it lays on some
cash account during (ui, T ], one must monitor the PnL on that
cash account, but this is not done here in our formula, because
it is dedicated to the asset under concern only.

Remark 3.1 (An alternative definition implemented in SOPHIS)
One potential alternative to the presented formula (7) could be
to replace each occurrence of χui in the last term with χT . Intu-
itively, this alternative has the appeal that χT can be factored out
of the sum, and the remaining formula is totally FX-free within
the asset’s currency. Since this is what the front office system
SOPHIS does in its column “Result curr. global”, when the global
currency is EUR, let us briefly comment on the implied change
of meaning. When using χT always, the obtained PnL intuitively
assumes that each received coupon amount cu at some time u
is held in cash (not on a bank account, and also not invested in
some other asset) between u and T . Changes in the FX rate at
later time points then induce significant PnL movements to cash
amounts that have long left the position under consideration. For
example, consider a bond that pays a high coupon rate, so a lot
of cash leaves the asset over time. But if the FX rate χ sharply in-
creases at time T , all these past cash amounts induce PnL, even
though they might have been consumed or spent elsewhere al-
ready and should not induce PnL at T anymore.

The change of the carry PnL part is especially important, if one
aggregates several assets to a portfolio and wishes to decom-
pose the PnL of the whole portfolio. It is then well possible that
an asset is bought or sold at some time point u in (t, T ]. For in-
stance, it could be that at time u one receives a coupon payment
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from one asset and uses it to purchase another asset, or it could
be that additional money flows into (out of) the asset to increase
(reduce) the holdings. In qualitative terms, this is similar to the
aforementioned coupon cash outflows, because we have to deal
with in- and outflows in our PnL measurement. In order to take
such dynamic rebalancings of a whole portfolio P into account in
the PnL decomposition, we recommend to split the time period
(t, T ] into several parts t =: t0 < t1 < . . . ≤ tn = T , where
the ti include all transaction dates of the portfolio, i.e. all dates
at which an asset is either sold or bought. Then finally, we obtain
the decomposition

P
(P )
(t,T ] =

∑
A∈P

n−1∑
i=1

P
(A)
(ti−1,ti]

(χ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=P

(P )
(t,T ]

(χ)

+
∑
A∈P

n−1∑
i=1

P
(A)
(ti−1,ti]

(r)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=P

(P )
(t,T ]

(r)

+
∑
A∈P

n−1∑
i=1

P
(A)
(ti−1,ti]

(x)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=P

(P )
(t,T ]

(x)

+
∑
A∈P

n−1∑
i=1

P
(A)
(ti−1,ti]

(carry)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=P

(P )
(t,T ]

(carry)

.

For the computation of this decomposition, required is availability
of χt, At = At(rt, λt, xt), rt, and xt at all time points t0, . . . , tn,
and for all assets A in the portfolio P , as well as pricing routines
that implement the asset prices in dependence on given param-
eters r, and x.

4 Example and Application

4.1 A negative basis example To demonstrate the methodology, we consider a negative basis
position in our fund XAIA Credit Basis II on Lumen Technolo-
gies Inc. On 21 May 2021 we bought 4 mm USD bond and
matched CDS protection (so-called bullet basis package). The
EUR PnL of this position until 17 March 2022 is strongly posi-
tive by 313, 710 EUR, but mainly because the USD has appre-
ciated with respect to the EUR, with the EUR-USD exchange
rate falling from 1.22 to 1.1. Indeed, the number P (A)

(t,T ](χ) equals

328, 220 EUR. The carry P (A)
(t,T ](carry) equals 47, 568 EUR and

the PnL due to market risk changes P (A)
(t,T ](x) amounts to 79, 746

EUR, so that their sum P
(A)
(t,T ](carry) + P

(A)
(t,T ](x) equals around

127, 310 EUR. This PnL is essentially due to consumption and
tightening of the negative bond-CDS basis, see Mai (2019) for
background. Since interest rates have risen significantly in the
considered time period, the PnL P

(A)
(t,T ](r) due to interest rate

changes is negative and amounts to −141, 820 EUR. Finally, the
transaction costs due to the purchase on 21 May 2021 equals
6, 268 EUR in this example. In our fund XAIA Credit Basis II
we hedge away interest rate risk and FX risk, in order to isolate
the PnL P (A)

(t,T ](carry)+P
(A)
(t,T ](x) (minus transaction costs). In the

considered time period, our FX hedge has lost money and our in-
terest rate hedge has gained money. The number P (A)

(t,T ](carry)+

P
(A)
(t,T ](x) (minus transaction costs) is around 121, 042 EUR, which
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is more than 3% gain in nominal terms within less than one year.
This is essentially the PnL from this trade that enters the fund’s
net asset value. In contrast, the (negative) PnL P (A)

(t,T ](carry) +

P
(A)
(t,T ](x)+P

(A)
(t,T ](r) (minus transaction costs) is essentially what’s

depicted in the folder “Result curr. global” in our front office sys-
tem SOPHIS. Figure 1 summarizes these numbers.
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Figure 1: The PnL of the negative basis position Lumen Tech-
nologies in our fund XAIA Credit Basis II from trade
inception on 21 May 2021 until 17 March 2022. The
PnL including both FX and interest rate hedge is es-
sentially the position’s contribution to the fund’s per-
formance. The PnL without hedge shows that the FX
move was significant, and the PnL including FX hedge
but without interest rate hedge is approximately equal
to what we observe in our front office system SOPHIS
in the column “Result curr. global”. The depicted neg-
ative basis measurement is computed along the lines
of Mai (2019) and its decrease explains a huge part of
the position’s positive PnL.

4.2 An application to our fund XAIA
Credit Debt Capital

We present an application of the presented methodology to our
fund XAIA Credit Debt Capital. In this fund, we seek to profit
from relative valuation discrepancies between different assets re-
ferring to the same company. Concretely, the single investment
positions can be categorized in one of the following buckets:

• Capital Structure: Long (or short) credit and short (or long)
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equity. A typical example is buying a bond (long credit) and
buying an equity put option (short credit). Such positions are
usually delta-neutral and gamma-long.

• Senior Sub: Long senior credit and short subordinated credit.
A typical example is buying a senior bond and buying subor-
dinated CDS protection against it. Such positions are usu-
ally theta-negative and delta-short (meaning they profit from
credit widening).

• Mismatch Basis: Buy a long-dated bond and hedge it with
shorter-dated CDS protection. Such positions are usually
delta-neutral, gamma-positive and theta-negative, but can also
be delta-long and theta-positive. Depending on the size of
the bond-CDS-basis, these positions can sometimes even be
theta-positive and gamma-long, which is our preferred case.

• Matched Basis: Buy a bond and hedge it with maturity-
matched CDS protection. Such positions are theta-positive
and profit (suffer) from a tightening (widening) of the bond-
CDS basis, see Mai (2019) for background.

• Other: Positions that cannot be attributed to some other bucket.
Usually, these arise as left-overs of some closed positions, for
instance a claim against a company after a bankruptcy.

The fund eliminates interest rate- and FX- risk completely by
hedges that are implemented on a global fund level. This means
that the interest rate- and FX-deltas are aggregated over all posi-
tions, and the aggregated deltas are then neutralized by respec-
tive derivatives that are monitored in a separate bucket. On the
one hand, this management practice is efficient because there is
no need to enter hedging derivative contracts for each and ev-
ery position. On the other hand, it is difficult to decompose the
interest rate- and FX-hedges in the separate bucket in order to
obtain attributions to the single positions. The latter difficulty is
precisely what can be overcome with the presented methodol-
ogy, which helps to isolate the actual contribution of the single
positions to the total fund’s PnL, just like in the negative basis
example of the previous paragraph.
Table 1 depicts the resulting performance attribution for the first
quarter of 2022 from 31 Dec 2021 until 01 Apr 2022. Within this
quarter there have been significant movements in interest rates
and in the EUR-USD exchange rate. For instance, the interest
rate part P (P )

(t,T ](r) of all positions without consideration of the in-
terest rate hedge bucket amounts to −255 bps of the fund’s net
asset value, due to sharp interest rate increases. Similarly, a sig-
nificant appreciation of the USD with respect to the EUR in the
considered period implied that P (P )

(t,T ](χ) amounts to 120 bps of
the fund’s net asset value. Consequently, the contributions of the
two hedging buckets to the fund’s performance was significant,
and the attribution of this part of the PnL to the single positions is
non-trivial. Especially positions with large bond exposures have
had a poor performance due to rising interest rates, but these
losses are compensated by the interest rate hedge bucket. Posi-
tions with a large USD exposure have had a strong performance
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due to an appreciation of the USD with respect to the EUR, but
these gains correspond to respective losses in the FX hedge
bucket. The presented methodology helps to split the significant
contributions of the hedging bucket into parts associated to each
single position. To this end, for each and every single position we
simply compute the number P (P )

(t,T ](x) +P
(P )
(t,T ](λ) (minus transac-

tion costs), which equals approximately the position’s attribution
to the total fund PnL after interest rate and FX hedge.
In Table 1, the presented interest rate hedge costs result from
both transaction costs and discretization as well as approxima-
tion errors, as mentioned in Remark 2.1. It appears to be signif-
icant in the considered period, which might be explained by the
fact that there have been massive interest rate changes that are
difficult to hedge accurately. It could also be partially explained
by our definition of P (P )

(t,T ](r) based on averaging the beginning
and the end of the periods. Possibly the actual loss due to inter-
est rate changes was not as large as indicated by our method-
ology, which would then explain at least a part of the discrep-
ancy. The FX costs/discrepancy includes FX hedging transac-
tion costs, but may also partially be due to the fact that our defi-
nition of P (P )

(t,T ](χ) does not match reality accurately, see Remark
1.1. The given costs due to cash parking arise from non-invested
cash that lies on overnight deposit accounts that cost around 78
bps per annum in the considered time period. Fees include man-
agement fees (50 bps per annum) and performance fees (20% of
performance exceeding 3M Euribor), and other costs comprise
things like deposit charges and taxes. All presented numbers
are approximate values.

References J.-F. Mai, Pricing-hedging duality for credit default swaps and the
negative basis arbitrage, International Journal of Theoretical
and Applied Finance 22:6 (2019).
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POSITIONS 127

Capital Structure 8

top: Microstrategy 29

worst: Rite Aid Corp −25

Senior Sub 87

top: LOXAM 29

worst: Picard 0

Mismatch Basis 30

top: Amkor Technology Inc 7

worst: Limited Brands −2

Matched Basis 2

top: Softbank 1

worst: KB Home 0

Other 0

top=worst: Wirecard AG 0

CASH PARKING −7

FEES −30

IR HEDGE COSTS −34

FX COSTS/DISCREPANCY −4

OTHER COSTS −3

TOTAL 49

Table 1: The presented performance attribution methodology is
applied to decompose the PnL of our fund XAIA Credit
Debt Capital within the first quarter of 2022, i.e. within
the period from 31 December 2021 until 01 Apr 2022.
The presented numbers are basis points relative to the
fund net asset value, and the total fund performance
within the considered period was 49 bps.
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